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Courtview, facing south toward Factory Lane to which the front lawn originally 
extended, is a one-and-a-half story brick structure built in the Federal style. 
A two-room, one-story ell extends west off the side of the main block. The 
bricks are laid in Flemish bond in the front and common on the sides. Interior 
brick chimneys are located on the east and west ends of the main block and on 
the east and west side of the north end, as well as a single chimney in the 
west wall of the ell (see photo 1).

The center three bays of tbe facade project forward one-half brick. The 
windows consist of six-over-six pane sash with jack arches above and narrow 
stone lintels below. The casings are grooved with carved rosettes in the 
corner blocks. The moldings across the front entrance are similar to those 
of the windows, with the addition of an elliptical fanlight oulined with rope 
molding. The rear entrance, situated directly opposite in the north wall,is 
identical with the exception that the fanlight and sidelights span the entire 
width of the hall (see photos 2 and 3).

In the 1830s or T 40s, the Greek Revival portico, supported by four Doric 
columns and two pilasters, was added across the center three bays. Triglyphs 
decorate the frieze; guttae decorate the cornice beneath the pediment; the 
triangular space within the pediment is composed of boards chamfered to resemble 
blocks of stone (see photo 1).

The house is built on the four room central hall plan. A door with a 
semicircular fanlight, which reflects the front and back entrance, divides.the 
central hall. The casings are decorated with rope molding and rosettes 
in the corner blocks. The door jambs are reeded (see photo 4).

The mantel in the southeast parlor has a raised central panel with an oval 
sunburst, and grooved panels on the end supported by reeded pilasters \(see 
photo 5). The mantel in the southwest parlor is very similar. In the north 
east room, the mantel is decorated with reeding below the shelf and the 
raised center panel has a carved design.The end blocks are grooved and 
supported by grooved pilasters (see photo 5). The mantel in the northwest 
room is plainer with only reeding below the shelf. Originally built-in cup 
boards with grooved moldings flanked the chimney, but the one on the left 
has been removed.

The only fireplace on the second floor is located in the southeast room off 
to the side of the east wall. It is framed by a simple Federal shelf and 
frame mantel.

(continued)
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Courtview was built circa 1823 by K. M. Sutfield, a prominent Harrodsburg citizen. 
The house is a fine example of Federal architecture and retains the beautifully 
carved woodwork, attributed to Mathew Lowery, a well known local craftsman.

R. M. Sutfield, a native of Mercer County, owned and operated a saddlery shop in 
Harrodsburg. He was active in civil affairs and speculated in property in the 
Harrodsburg area.

During the Civil War,Morgan Vance rented the house from his sister-in-law, Lucy 
A. Thompson, after his house was burned, probably by Southern sympathizers. 
Vance was provost mar shall of Harrodsburg, and a very passionate Union supporter 
who organized two units of Home Guard. His wife, Susan Thompson, and her sister, 
Lucy,were daughters of Colonel George C. Thompson. (Thompson was one of the 
largest land and slave holders in Mercer County. See Shawnee Springs (Thompson 
House) Mercer County, listed on the National Register July 19, 1976).

J. Litsey is listed as the owner on the 1876 Atlas.

All of the original woodwork of Courtview is believed to have been done by Mathew 
Lowery. Lowery settled in Mercer County around 1800 and worked in the area for 
the next forty years. Lowery owned property in the vicinity and turned out many 
artistic mantels, presses, cupboards, and other items of interior trim. His work 
was of the Federal^style following the precedent set by the Adam brothers in England.

In its original form Courtview was distinctive, not only for the consistently high 
quality of its woodwork, which in typical Lowery fashion exploits the possibilities 
of both reeding and grooving, as well as hand-carved corner rosettes, a large 
keystone and rope molding, but also for the unusual treatment of the outer hall. 
Although the main block has the standard four rooms flanking the hall, no other 
case in Kentucky is known of comparable handling of the front and rear doors and 
diaphragm arch between. The south entrance has the normal

(continued)
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In 1890 during a major renovation, the clear glass in the three hall doorways was replaced 
by glass colored green, amber, blue and red. Cupboards in the southwest main room were 
replaced with windows; a door was cut in the passage to the kitchen. These changes increased 
air circulation as well as offering passages for direct access to the kitchen.

The gingerbread trim on the bargeboards was added to the east gable facing Main Street 
and to the wooden pesch which had been constructed to offer an outlet for the doors from 
the southwest main room and the passage from that room to the kitchen.

Upstairs, only a small early fireplace gives evidence that it was originally existent in 
the house. The remainder of the woodwork is in the Victorian style, as is the stairway 
rising from the back hall. In the floor of the northeast main room there is evidence in 
the floorboards that a corner staircase existed there. The northwest main room shows 
evidence in the floorboards that a cross passage from the back hall to an outside door was 
once present, separating it from the southwest room.

Foundations of the springhouse and smokehouse are located twenty feet west of the 
house.
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elliptical fanlight over double doors and sidelights; the diaphragm arch has a narrow 
semicircular fanlight without sidelights and with considerably more delicate detailing; 
but the north (presumably the original rear) doorway into the wider stairhall is of 
unprecedented width, with the door itself seeming to float in the expanse of 
surrounding elliptical fan and sidelights. Perhaps the extent of window was intended 
to compensate for the northern exposure of the stairhall; but whatever the purpose, the 
affect is highly dramatic.

The replacement of the fans and sidelights with colored glass at the turn of the century 
is only one of several interesting alterations to the original house. Most important 
was the application of a handsome and correct Doric portico over the south entrance. 
With its broad gable, deep enframing cornice, boldly proportioned unfluted columns, 
and full-scale use of triglyphs, mutules, and guttae in the entablature, this is one 
of the most impressive Grecian porticoes in a town noted for its early and relatively 
authentic adaptations from Greek Revival pattern books. (For other examples see 
the National Register nominations forms for Clay Hill, listed November 7, 1976; 
Doricham, listed October 22, 1976; Cardwellton, approved by the State Historic 
Preservation Review Board March 25, 1975, all in Harrodsburg; and Shawnee Springs, 
listed on July 19, 1976, nearby.)

Another interesting change to the house occurred when a decorative bargeboard
was added to the east gable end. Although other twentieth-century additions, such as
a porte-cochere on the north and a porch on the east re-orienting the house to
the street, are less distinguished, they do reflect changing needs and tastes without
damage to the fabric of the original house.
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Courtview
Harrodsburg, Kentucky 
Mercer County

J/1N 317977

Map of Boyle and Mercer
Counties, Ky.
Philadelphia: D. G. Beers & Co.,
1876

Map 2
Courtview is indicated in red.


